Paragraph
Fifth Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.
Word list: intrude, turnpike, despite, indicate, passive, excessive,
impressive, constructive, executive, civil
“Wow, look at that __________ car! It’s really nice,” said my dad. The car
drove down the __________, with the turn signal on to __________ that it
wanted to get into the right lane. __________ the turn signal, the car continued to drive straight! It seemed like it did not want to __________ by getting
in front of someone else. It was the opposite of aggressive driving, it was almost too __________. You are supposed to wait before changing lanes to
make sure you have enough room, but this amount of time was __________.
“Here’s some __________ criticism of that driver: while he or she is being
safe, it confuses people to have a turn signal on for that long,” my dad said.
“I’m going to make the __________ decision to go around that car. I want to
remain __________, not get annoyed!”
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Paragraph
Fifth Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.
Word list: intrude, turnpike, despite, indicate, passive, excessive,
impressive, constructive, executive, civil
“Wow, look at that impressive car! It’s really nice,” said my dad. The car
drove down the turnpike, with the turn signal on to indicate that it wanted to
get into the right lane. Despite the turn signal, the car continued to drive
straight! It seemed like it did not want to intrude by getting in front of
someone else. It was the opposite of aggressive driving, it was almost too
passive. You are supposed to wait before changing lanes to make sure you
have enough room, but this amount of time was excessive. “Here’s some
constructive criticism of that driver: while he or she is being safe, it confuses
people to have a turn signal on for that long,” my dad said. “I’m going to
make the executive decision to go around that car. I want to remain civil, not
get annoyed!”
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